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GREETINGS!

SAS Savvy
September
Newsletter
New SAS book released  Sharpening Your Advanced SAS Skills!
I am happy to announce the release of the advanced level version of my popular Sharpening
Your SAS Skills book. The SAS Skills book has been used in several top universities to teach
SAS as well as to prepare for the base certification exam. The new Sharpening Your Advanced
SAS Skills book will help you prepare for the advanced certification exam.

https://www.crcpress.com/SharpeningYourAdvancedSASSkills/Gupta/9781482240375
New member quotes:
'Thank you for connecting with me on LinkedIn, Mr. Gupta. Your study material was an
excellent tool to study for SAS Base Programmer certification.', Namrata Bhatia
'Hope you are doing fine.. I'm glad to be part of your LinkedIn connections. You are a big
inspiration for me to learn more and more in SAS programming and Analytics.', Thanks &
Regards, Anil Kumar, Scientific Officer at ICRISAT
'I just wanted to say thank you, and how much I appreciated your help and truly enjoyed
your online CDISC course. After taking this course I've learned how to create SDTM &
ADaM datasets, mapping plan, convert character to numeric variables, etc. I hope I can
apply my SAS/CDISC knowledge and skills in pharmaceutical industry.' Lan Hoang, UCSD
CDISC Online, Summer 2015
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Help spread the word about SAS Savvy. Missed the recent SAS Savvy Open House? Watch
the video recording now and see what's new.
To continue to navigate SAS Savvy, you can use the standard left side menu or the new Site Mind
Map which should take you to each page.

SAS Job Aids

SAS Programming Tasks

Savvy Resources

These are the three levels to fit all SAS programmers. I hope these levels make it easier to find
SAS papers and tips to address your questions and needs. Let me know what you think.
Remember, free SAS technical support is just an email away.

Beginner SAS Programmer
Advanced SAS Programmer
Macro SAS Programmer

SAS Savvy Updates
Below are updates made in September. Cannot wait till the end of the month for updates? You
can subscribe to free daily updates .

1. In the New SAS Programmer page, I added this SAS paper  What is a SAS Mentor and
why do I need one?
2. On the CDISC page, Oncology section, I added many good SAS papers and
presentation on basics, analysis and modeling.
3. On the Lab page, I added one paper on tox grades.
4. On the New SAS Programmer page, I added a SAS paper on what senior SAS
programmers should know.
5. On the CDISC page, I added several SAS papers on CDASH.
SAS Savvy Training

SAS Savvy training covers new SAS topics and requests. Please see the video recording if you
missed the live session. Below is the schedule for the next training sessions. As always,
please email me your favorite topic.
Applying SAS program validation techniques
08 Oct 2015 11:00 AM • webinar
Compare and Conquer Key SDTM and ADaM Variables
19 Nov 2015 11:00 AM • webinar
Dress up your data values and summary tables with SAS formats.
03 Dec 2015 11:00 AM • Webinar

Sincerely, Sunil Gupta, SAS Savvy Mentor
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